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REP. RAY LOPEZ EARNS DEMOCRATIC
NOMINATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 125 PRIMARY
Lopez Finds Marked Success in First Step to Third Term

San Antonio, Texas (March 2, 2022) – On March 1st, 2022, the people of House District
125 demonstrated their trust in the leadership of State Representative Ray Lopez as they
voted him to typify democratic principles in the coming November General Election for the
third consecutive time, where he will face a Republican challenger.
Over the last eight weeks, Team Lopez has worked diligently to listen, educate, and assist
voters in House District 125 and beyond. With the help of family, friends, volunteers,
neighbors, and staff, Team Lopez has been able to engage with tens of thousands of Texans
with a promise to take their feedback to Austin and turn good ideas into meaningful
legislation. The previous three years of Rep. Lopez’s efforts in the State Capitol assured
constituents that he is an effective, assertive, and sensible legislator; coupled with his openmindedness, the rich dialogues that he shared with his neighbors will be the foundation for
future positive change in Texas.
Following the confirmation of his victory, Representative Lopez said that “[he is] extremely

honored to have maintained the confidence of my community for the past three years. Your belief in
me is not misplaced, and I am eager to address the issues of the day. I am honored and grateful for
your continued trust, and I know that together we can bring about a brighter future for all.”
With only 15% of eligible voters in Bexar County turning out, we’re reminded that primary
elections matter and every vote counts. The road to re-election is not yet over for
Representative Lopez, the November General Election is quickly approaching and Team
Lopez will continue to work for the betterment of Texans and our great state.
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